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If you know all about Light's & Disc's, 
 
and you understand what the Phenomenon is  and why it is here; 

then you do NOT need to see this video. 



But, if you want to sort-out all of the confusion about aliens, ORB's and spirits, 

then make it a point to examine the newest & best video in a long time: 


By The Numbers...     (Easy/Peezy 1,2,3)  


enjoy,
Dave Fashenpour.









	
















	



The World's Most Researched UFO Contactee: Christopher Bledsoe 

hosted by Regina Meredith. You MUST SEE this video!! 









	




























	
The first most important video you have seen all year long - promise.


The Phenomenon is not understood and poorly reported (if at all).


16 years ago, Chris Bledsoe had an Alien abduction experience and

the government was the only one that listened. Chris continues to

experience the UFO Phenomenon on a daily basis. 


This Danny Jones Podcast nails it -- you will know ALL about 

the Phenomenon and all about what the Government knows. 






	














	
The second most important video you have seen all year long - promise.


The Phenomenon is not understood and poorly reported (if at all).


16 years ago, Chris Bledsoe had an Alien abduction experience and

the government was the only one that listened. This video is of Chris' son,

Ryan Bledsoe. THIS IS A GREAT VIDEO -- MUST WATCH!! 






	

















	
This is the third most important video you have seen all year long.


The Schumer Amendment - on UAP Disclosure - has been chopped-up by the Chair, 

of the House Armed Services Committee & House Homeland Security Committee. 



The Leaders and Bad Guys are: Rep Turner & Rep. Rogers -- supported by House 

Speaker Mike Johnson (Newly Elected) & Sen. Mitchell McConnell III from KY. 

Sheehan is FAMOUS for not taking "NO" for an answer. If Sheehan does not get 

a "YES" - things can get very ugly -- because he has done it dozens of times.

Sheehan spills the beans for Iran/Contra, Watergate, Pentagon Papers, etc. 



Danny Sheehan is the only modern leader that can bring-about a successful 

shift in the Paradigm -- from earthly 'nothings' to global neighbors and 

friends of other species which have radically different cultures -- in 

every way: Science, Religion, Governments, Economics, and Military. 




















	
The fourth most important video you have seen all year long - promise.


The Phenomenon is discussed by Jesse Michels & Diana Pasulka.

Being a Professor of Religious Studies, Diana has a fascinating understanding 

as to what the interdimensional entities are and where this mystery is going.  






	














	
The fifth most important video you have seen all year long - promise.


This documentary by Richard D. Hall, exposes the BIG, UGLY, DARRK, 

SECRET. The secret that caused President Esienhower to say - the 

American people should never know this!! THE MUTILIZATIONS OF 

HUMANS (just like animals), with removal of blood, eyes, ears, 

scrotum, ovum, etc. etc.

 

It is the AMERICANS that provide the black helicopters and special 

black-ops, that cleanup mutilizations all over the world at a 

moments notice - on call 24/7. Bodies are hair-less, blood-less, 

with a very specific list of surgical removals. NOTE: One saucer 

crashed and a number of these human bodies which were on the craft 

and the crash ejected them onto the ground. 






	



















	




On the Winter Solstice of 2023, U.S. President Biden signed a 

law that could move our entire planet a step closer to global 

transformation--or not. It's up to us. But the law will require 

the disclosure of UFO/UAP and alien encounter information held 

as some of the deepest secrets of the U.S. government. 



What does this mean? It may surprise you to learn that even 

the Vatican has formally acknowledged the existence of advanced

life outside our solar system, and the need to come together to

discuss the implications for us in terms of our religious, 

spiritual, philosophical, and political ideas and practices. 



How might we have to change in order to integrate the reality 

of extraterrestrial life? And what happens when we find out 

those beings seem more advanced not only technologically, 

but also in some sense more advanced in terms of 

consciousness itself?



Daniel Sheehan will clearly explain these questions and will 

go-over the legislation. He's an insider. Danny is a Harvard-

trained lawyer who has argued high-profile cases such as 

the Greensboro Massacre, the Silkwood case, the Three-Mile 

Island case, and even appeared before the Supreme Court in 

the famous Pentagon Papers case. As part of his work at the 

Romero Institute, he works with the New Paradigm Institute, 

to help empower all of us for a post-contact reality.













	

 Click Here:: NEW PARADIGM INSTITUTE 


PLEASE - ask Congress to Hold Hearings with UFO/UAP Whistleblowers 

and request that The Schumer Amendment - on UAP Disclosure - be 

re-instated and that the gutted-portion of the Law be restored. 

Get the names of your Government Representatives from: 


Email Address : info@newparadigminstitute.org 

Phone Number: (831) 459-6135


Street Address: NEW PARADIGM INSTITUTE

210 High St, Second Floor;Santa Cruz, CA 95060
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                    Chapter #1 (1 of 3): The Nephilim



















	
Read source text below.
 (Shadow Biospheres explained in Chapter #3)







	Birth of the Nephilim

Chapter #1 -- The Watcher: Azazyel

(PDF File)








	Mankind gets 2nd chance

Chapter #2 -- The Fresh Start: Noah

(PDF File)








	Shadow Biosphere (Shadow Bione)

Chapter #3 -- Modern-Day: Shadows

(PDF File)
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" Airl explained to me that it was not mechanical, like a robot, nor 

was it biological. It is animated directly by her as a spiritual being. 

Technically, from a medical standpoint, I would say that Airl's 

body could not even be called "alive". Her "doll" body is 

not a biological life form, with cells, and so forth."



Nurse, Corporel, Matilda O'Donnell MacElroy.














	
   What happened to the Roswell Nurse? (volume up)
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